[Experimental embryologic, biochemical and molecular biology approaches to the identification of embryonic inducers].
Problems of the mechanisms of embryonic induction in vertebrate development have been considered on the basis of author's experimental data. Though several polypeptide factors with certain inducing activity have been identified recently, molecular genetic mechanisms of their effect on embryonic target cells remains largely unclear. One of possible causes of very slow progress in this area of developmental biology is an inadequate system of biotesting of inducers at tissue level (ectoderm of early amphibian gastrulae) using histological criteria. A necessity for carrying out similar studies on cellular level and estimating effect of inducers using immunochemical and molecular biological methods has been postulated. Methods allowing to carry out biotesting of inducers on cell suspension or aggregate of a one type of embryonic cells have been proposed. New approaches, combining the methods of experimental embryology and molecular biology, to studies of embryonic inducers, receptors, and their mRNA, have been analyzed.